We LIVE UNITED
for Korbin
Korbin will happily read aloud to a willing audience, but when he first moved to Suffolk—it was an entirely different story.

As Korbin prepared to start school, he was nervous. He didn’t know if he’d make friends, and this new environment was a big change. He soon began to fall behind his peers and struggled with reading at grade level.

**Korbin’s teacher knew he was a perfect candidate for United Way’s Summer LEAP program.** Korbin spent the summer participating in enriching activities with his peers while developing his reading skills and confidence. In addition to making friends, Korbin loved going on educational field trips and picking up new books.

Today, Korbin is reading confidently at an advanced grade level and has developed a love for learning. **Thanks to the support of our donors, United for Children—a United Way collective impact initiative—has provided 10,000 children like Korbin with opportunities to succeed in 2019.**

**DID YOU KNOW?**

Children who are not reading proficiently by the third grade are **four times less likely to graduate high school on time.**

Learn about our response at [unitedwayshr.org/ufc](http://unitedwayshr.org/ufc)